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Why are we doing 
what we are doing?
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Primary Goal
Test of the 2nd pillar, then BSM
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2 Main Pillar of SM

Gauge 
Principle Symmetry Breaking

+
Mass Generation

Well established by 
precision EW 

measurements

Higgs Force

Yukawa Force
New Forces

Untested!

Little Higgs
？？？

SUSY
Extra Dim.

Relativistic Quantum Field Theory

Wd do not know how firm this pillar is. The answer surely lines in the TeV Region

First test the 2nd pillar by precision Higgs study and then put 
Beyond the Standard Model roof!

Unknown

There’s a good chance that the 
dark matter is in the ILC range

e+e- -> ZH
-> ZHH
-> TTH

γγ-> HH

Any deviation from 
straight line signals BSM! 

ACFA Report
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Has the climate 
changed?
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• Success of SM = Success of Gauge Principle
WT and ZT = gauge fields of the EW gauge symmetry

• We knew there must be “something (electro-weakly 
charged) condensed in the vacuum” to break SU(2)xU(1) 
thus giving masses to W and Z and inducing L-R mixing/
flavor mixing of matter fermions.

• We knew it’s there in the vacuum with a vev of 245GeV. But 
other than that we did not know almost anything about it 
until July 4th, 2012.

• Since the July 4th the world has changed!
• We now have H(125), which looks very much like a Higgs 

boson.
• We need to check this ~125GeV boson in detail to see if it 

has indeed all the required properties of the something in 
the vacuum.
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What Properties to Measure?

Yukawa Force

e+e- -> ZH
-> ZHH
-> TTH

γγ-> HH

Any deviation from the 
straight line signals BSM! 

ACFA Report
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Higgs Force

Gauge Force

• Properties to measure are
• mass, width, JPC

• Gauge quantum numbers 
(multiplet structure)

• Yukawa couplings
• Self-coupling

• The key is to measure the 
mass-coupling relation

If the 125GeV boson is 
the one to give masses 
to all the SM particles, 
coupling should be 
proportional to mass. 

The Key is the Mass-Coupling Relation

The Higgs is a window to BSM physics!
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• Multiplet structure :
• Additional singlet?
• Additional doublet?
• Additional triplet?	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

• Underlying dynamics :
• Weakly interacting or strongly interacting?

  = elementary or composite ?  
• Relations to other questions of HEP : 
• DM
• EW baryogenesis
• neutrino mass
• inflation?

Our Mission = Bottom-up Model-Independent
                               Reconstruction of the EWSB Sector

                        through Precision Higgs Measurements

There are many possibilities!
Different models predict different 
deviation patterns --> Fingerprinting!

Mixing with singlet

Composite Higgs

SUSY

For the precision we need a 500GeV LC 
and a high precision detector

Expected deviations are small --> Precision!

ILDILC
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Why 250-500 GeV?
Three well known thresholds

ZH @ 250 GeV (~MZ+MH+20GeV)：
• Higgs mass, width, JPC

• Gauge quantum numbers
• Absolute measurement of HZZ coupling (recoil mass)
• BR(h->VV,qq,ll,invisible) : V=W/Z(direct), g, γ (loop)

ttbar @ 340-350GeV (~2mt)：ZH meas. Is also possible
• Threshold scan --> theoretically clean mt measurement: 

                                --> test stability of the SM vacuum
                          --> indirect meas. of top Yukawa coupling

• AFB, Top momentum measurements
• Form factor measurements

vvH @ 350 - 500GeV：
• HWW coupling -> total width --> absolute normalization of Higgs couplings 

ZHH @ 500GeV (~MZ+2MH+170GeV)：
• Prod. cross section attains its maximum at around 500GeV -> Higgs self-coupling

ttbarH @ 500GeV (~2mt+MH+30GeV)：
• Prod. cross section becomes maximum at around 800GeV.
• QCD threshold correction enhances the cross section -> top Yukawa measurable at 

500GeV concurrently with the self-coupling

γ γ → HH @ 350GeV possibility

We can complete the mass-coupling plot at ~500GeV!

-> couplings to H (other than top)
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Has the climate 
changed?

So the answer is YES indeed!

We now have H(125) as a probe of 
BSM physics.

We need  O(1%) or hopefully sub-% 
precision since no clear BSM signal 
seen at LHC(8TeV) . 
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• LHC will study H(125) for at least decade before ILC 
will start running.

• We need to demonstrate that ILC will advance our 
understanding of particle physics, H(125) in 
particular, qualitatively beyond the information that 
will be available from the results expected from the 
future stages of the LHC.
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Luminosity Upgrade
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Tim Barklow, Snowmass Minnesota, 2013 
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and hence
model-dependent!

Tim Barklow, Snowmass Minnesota, 2013 
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Tim Barklow, Snowmass Minnesota, 2013 
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Tim Barklow, Snowmass Minnesota, 2013 
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Model independent fit Model dependent 7-param. fit

More Recent Results
from Snowmass White Paper
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More Exercises Needed
For theorists:

ILC can measure various quantities such as mh, gamma_h, ghxx, mt, etc. far better 
than LHC. But how accurately do we really need to measure them?
→ partly done in the snowmass study

What will be the ultimate theoretical uncertainties in various predictions for LHC 
and ILC, respectively?

For Experimentalists:
Update all the old analyses with mh=120 GeV to mh=125GeV → partly done
Complete the homework such as rare Higgs decays: → partly done but not fully yet
Improve the analyses such as self-coupling, H->gamma gamma where the results 
are not yet satisfactory. → being worked on
With the projected running scenarios described in DBD, the most measurements are 
still statistically limited and should improve by a luminosity upgrade or by running 
longer. Nevertheless, ILC, too, will hit systematics limits, eventually. It is probably 
the right time to start more serious studies of expected systematic errors.

Identify possible sources of systematic errors
Estimate to what degree we can control them → partly done but not fully yet
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How would the 
climate change 

affect our detector? 
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Goal
• Reconstruct events in terms of fundamental particles such as quarks, leptons, 

gauge/higgs bosons 
--> View events as viewing Feynman diagrams

Particle Flow Analysis
• Is this really limiting physics performances?
• Yes, unless limited by jet-clustering
• enW, nnZ, nnh, ..

• Need to improve analysis methods: color-singlet clustering, flavor tagging, jet 
charge ID, etc. to fully take advantage of the potential of ILD

Design Principle: Intact!

q

q '- ( )
W/Z q = u,c

q '-  

t

b

W+

b/c ID with 2ndary/3tiary vertices

Jet invariant mass → W/Z/t/h ID → pμ

→ angular analysis → sμ

Particle Flow Analysis

Missing momentum → neutrinos Hermeticity

Thin and high resolution 
vertexing

High resolution tracking
high granularity calorimetry

down to O(10mrad) or better
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Resolution
Granularity

Detector Evolution
From LHC to ILC

ILC  : next generation

LHC : current state of the artSize

ATLAS

CMS ILD

Use the cleanest modes to 
beat the huge QCD BG.

Use the dominant 
(jet) modes to take 
advantage of clean 
environment

!0

!+

V (")
LHC : Higgs Discovery

ILC : Full understanding 
of Higgs sector

Energy Frontier 
Collider 
Detectors
spearhead state-
of-the-art 
detector 
technologies

Moral

Vertex resolution      !   2-7 times better
Momentum resolution 10 times better
Jet energy resolution　2 times better

Vertex     x800
Tracker       x2
EM Cal      x61 (Si)
                  x7 (Sci)

As compared to ATLAS
As compared to ATLAS
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Boundary Conditions
Any climate change since the LoI?

• Physics inputs from LHC, etc.
• required precisions for Higgs studies now sub-% level → performance threshold
• We need good control of systematics
• Need to improve analysis methods to take full advantage of PFA (it’s too early 

to compromise PFA performance)
• running scenarios (staging) and (energy/luminosity) upgrade
• Optimization for Higgs physics

• New boundary conditions from the machine?
• Luminosity upgrade: 10 Hz operation, higher BG
• crossing angle?

• New results from component R&D
• those outperformed the expected results
• those failed the expectations

• Technology choices
• showstopper found?
• down selection at some point?
• new better solutions found?

• Cost ceiling? Don’t forget running cost, a better detector may save running time
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Optimization Space

Local, detector 
component parameters

Single particle 
performance

resolutions on 
xμ and pμ, etc.

Physics performance
Benchmark observables 
for evaluation

Confirmation to clear the threshold 
rather than optimization?

VTX TPC

CAL

Δp/p

ΔE/E

Δb

ΔEJ/EJ

ΔO2=ΔσZh

ΔO3=ΔPol(τ)

ΔO1=ΔσxBR(b/c)

ΔOn

Make them as orthogonal or 
diagonal as possible !

Full simulation

Global parameters

Fast Simulation
parametric study

Metric?

New 
benchmark?

Granularity

Global parameters
R, L (CAL), θmin, ...
B-field
Material budget

Internal & scale-invariant
Technology choice
detailed design

constraint rather 
than what to 
optimize?

Cost = fn(R,L,granularity,..)
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Optimization Space
physics-driven optimization

Local, detector 
component parameters

Single particle 
performance

resolutions on 
xμ and pμ, etc.

Physics performance
Benchmark observables 
for evaluation

Confirmation to clear the threshold 
rather than optimization?

VTX TPC

CAL

Δp/p

ΔE/E

Δb

ΔEJ/EJ

ΔO2=ΔσZh

ΔO3=ΔPol(τ)

ΔO1=ΔσxBR(b/c)

ΔOn

Make them as orthogonal or 
diagonal as possible !

Full simulation

Global parameters

Fast Simulation
parametric study

Metric?

New 
benchmark?

Granularity

Global parameters
R, L (CAL), θmin, ...
B-field
Material budget

Internal & scale-invariant
Technology choice
detailed design

constraint rather 
than what to 
optimize?

Cost = fn(R,L,granularity,..)
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Optimization Space
detector-oriented optimization

Local, detector 
component parameters

Single particle 
performance

resolutions on 
xμ and pμ, etc.

Physics performance
Benchmark observables 
for evaluation

Confirmation to clear the threshold 
rather than optimization?

VTX TPC

CAL

Δp/p

ΔE/E

Δb

ΔEJ/EJ

ΔO2=ΔσZh

ΔO3=ΔPol(τ)

ΔO1=ΔσxBR(b/c)

ΔOn

Make them as orthogonal or 
diagonal as possible !

Full simulation

Global parameters

Fast Simulation
parametric study

Metric?

New 
benchmark?

Granularity

Global parameters
R, L (CAL), θmin, ...
B-field
Material budget

Internal & scale-invariant
Technology choice
detailed design

constraint rather 
than what to 
optimize?

Cost = fn(R,L,granularity,..)

parametric 
study
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Summary
• Have boundary conditions changed?
• H(125) 

→ staging: 250, 350, 500, eventually to 1000 GeV
→ higher precision (sub-%) 
 → luminosity upgrade
  →x2 increase of #bunches/train
  →x2 rep. rate (10 Hz operation) at 250 GeV

• Machine upgrade v.s. detector upgrade
→ Optimize ILD for the early stage and then upgrade for >500GeV later?

• Inputs from detector component R&D (boundary set in the input space)
• We need to set the detector parameter space (input) and the evaluation space 

(output):  We need to ask right questions as Mark said in May!
→ Choose the axes properly and orthogonalize / diagonalize them! 
• In the detector parameter space (input space):
• Separate global parameters from detector component parameters 

(which are usually determined by technology and detector physics 
and more or less scale-invariant)

• In the evaluation space (output space):
• Overall cost is driven by CAL, Mag, Mech → Cost = fn(R,L, ..) 

Cost axis: orthogonal to the base space spanned by observables
• Choose appropriate benchmark observables
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• How to optimize?
• Detector R&D → single particle performances : 

good tools to optimize detector parameters, but need reliable parametric 
studies to judge how they affect physics performance

• We need a metric for the evaluation space for optimization, we now know 
that we had better enough weight to precision Higgs studies and BSM 
scenarios with mass degeneracy 

• Cost issue
• Cost is a constraint rather than what to optimize?
• Cost = fn(R,...) → Prepare for the adjustment
• We want the best detector that we can afford, right?

→ Slice the image of the input space (the domain bounded by detector 
boundary conditions) in the evaluation space with a cost=const plane, and 
find the optimum in the slice or at least make sure the chosen point clear 
the threshold required by physics.

• A better detector in principle saves running time (=running cost)
• Analysis improvements
• We need to control systematics more than ever for H(125)
• If the physics performance is limited by analysis rather than the detector 

performance, improve the analysis! 
• Don’t easily compromise PFA performance but improve jet (color-singlet) 

clustering (crucial for self-coupling measurement)!
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Other Climate Changes in 
Physics Requirements?

Top / PEW / BSM and more on Higgs
We will discuss this tomorrow morning

We should not forget that ILC, too, is an energy-frontier machine that will 
probe the energy region never probed by any lepton colliders before!
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New Boundary 
Conditions from 
Detector R&D?

We will hear on this in various detector sessions 
of this meeting
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Backup
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Tim Barklow, Snowmass Minnesota, 2013 
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